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ABSTRACT 
A perturbation A + X of a matrix A by a matrix X of rank at most k causes the 
singular values of A to rise or fall not more than k levels, and all nonnegative real 
numbers consistent with this condition are achievable as the singular values of A + X 
for an appropriate X of rank at most k. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an n-square Hermitian matrix with eigenvalues a1 > * * * > a,. If 
X is a positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix with rank at most one, the 
eigenvalues p1 > . . . > /3,, of B=A+X satisfy 
Lyi < /3i Q OJ__l, i=l,...,n, (1) 
under the convention that a0 = + co. Conversely, given a Hermitian matrix A 
with eigenvalues a1 > * . . > a,,, and given real numbers P1 > . . . > &, satisfy- 
ing (l), there always will exist a positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix X 
with rank X < 1 such that B = A + X has PI,. . . , ,8,, as its eigenvalues. This 
result probably has been known a long time; in one direction it appears, for 
example, in the book of Gantmacher and Krein [4, pp. 82-861. There is a 
corresponding result when X is negative semidefinite; here (1) is replaced by 
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ai>p,>ai+l,i=l,..., n, with the convention that (Y, + r = - co. There is also 
an extension in which rank X < 1 is replaced by rank X < k, for fixed k; this 
will be given below. 
It has become increasingly evident in recent years that to each property 
possessed by the eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices, there corresponds a 
property possessed by the singular values of arbitrary (i.e., not necessarily 
Hermitian) matrices. The property possessed by the singular values usually 
takes on an appearance similar to but not exactly the same as the property of 
the eigenvalues to which it corresponds, the differences between the corre- 
sponding properties often being surprising and unexpected. In view of this 
general observation, it is natural to ask how the singular values of an 
arbitrary matrix change when a matrix of rank at most one is added. We 
shall answer this question completely, our result being the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let n-square matrix A have singular values a1 > . ’ * > a,. 
Set B=A+X and let PI>... > &, be the singular values of B. If rank 
X < 1, then 
ai+l < p, G cl-l> i=l , . . ( > n, (2) 
under the convention a0 = + co, a, + 1 =O. Conversely, given A with singular 
values aI > f ’ . > a,,, and given numbers & > . . . > &, satisfying (2), there 
exists a matrix X with rank X < 1 such that B = A + X has PI,. . . , ,B,, us its 
singular values. 
That is, a rank one perturbation causes the singular values to rise or fall 
no more than one level, and this is the most complete generally valid 
statement. Note that the ,$ and (Y~ enter into (2) in a symmetric way, that is, 
(2) is equivalent to &+i<ai< /?_i for i=l,...,n, where &=+oo, &+, 
= 0. 
The extension to perturbations of rank < k will be given below. 
2. SEMIDEFINITE PERTURBATION5 
OF HERMITIAN MATRICES OF RESTRICTED RANK 
We consider a fixed Hermitian matrix A with eigenvalues (pi > . . . > a,,, 
and we ask what numbers ,L?i > . . ’ > /3,, are obtainable as the eigenvalues of 
B = A + X as X varies over Hermitian matrices with rank X < k, where k is 
fixed. The answer to this question probably is known, and it is also known [l] 
that a close link exists between this question and the interlacing properties of 
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eigenvalues of principal submatrices of Hermitian matrices, We shall now 
give an analysis of this connection more concise than that given in [l], 
making use of a device to be found in [lO,p. 1201. 
No generality is lost when studying the eigenvalues of B = A + X if we 
assume A positive definite, since we may add the same scalar matrix to both 
A and B. So let A =A,A:, where A, is nXn. Since X is to be positive 
semidefinite and of rank < lc, we have X= X,X: with X, of dimensions 
n X k. Now the eigenvalues of 
B=A+X=[A,,X,][A,,X,]* 
are the same, except for k additional zero eigenvalues, as the eigenvalues of 
the (n + k)-square matrix 
[A,,X,]*[A1,Xl] = 
1 
(3) 
By the interlacing inequalities [3; 7,~. 203; S] the eigenvalues (or > . . * > a, 
ofA:A,andfi,>.*. >&,>&,+r=...= Pn+k( =0) of (3) satrsfy &+k < crl < 
,L3,, i=l,..., n; that is, 
(Yi < pi < ai-k, i=l ,...,n, (4) 
under the convention cr, = + cc whenever x < 0. 
Conversely, let A be given with eigenvalues aI > . . . > an, and let real 
numbers ,L3r > . . . > /3,, be given, such that (4) holds. We wish to construct X 
such that B=A+X has PI,...,&, as its eigenvalues with rank X < k. 
Without loss of generality we take A positive definite, so that A = A,A: with 
A, nonsingular. Set &+ r = . . . = &,+k = 0. Then from (4) we deduce &+k < 
ai<&, i=l,..., 12. By the known [3; 7, p. 205; 81 sufficiency of the 
interlacing inequalities, there exists an (n + k)-square Hermitian matrix 
1 A:A, Y 
1 Y* T 1 
with eigenvalues & > . . . > &, + k. Since the leading n x n block in (5) is 
nonsingular, (5) has rank at least n, but it is also Hermitian with k zero 
eigenvalues, so that the rank is at most n. Therefore (5) has rank precisely n, 
implying (since the first n rows are obviously independent, as A, is non- 
singular) that the last k rows of (5) are linear combinations of the first n 
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rows. Thus a k x n matrix W exists such that 
Y* = WATA,, T= WY. (6) 
Set Xi = A:-‘Y. Then, from (6), we get T= X:X1. Thus (5) equals 
A:A, A:X, 
X:A, X:X, I 
= [AI,X1]*[AI,X1], 
and has eigenvalues Pi > . . . > /3, > 0 = . . . = 0. Hence 
[Ai,Xi][A,,X,]*=A,A:+X,X:=A+X 
has eigenvalues Pi > * * * > /?,, and here X= X,X: is positive semidefinite 
Hermitian with rank X < k (since Xi is n X k). This completes the proof of 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let Hermitian matrix A have eigenvalues a1 > . . 9 > a,. 
Let PI > . . . > & be given real numbers. Then a positive semidefinite 
Hermitian matrix X exists with rank X G k such that B = A + X has eigenval- 
ues PI , . . . ,&, if and only if the inequalities (4) above are satisfied. 
3. PERTURBATIONS OF RANK AT MOST ONE 
OF ARBITRARY MATRICES 
Let A, X, B = A + X be n-square matrices, not necessarily Hermitian, 
with rank X < 1, and let the singular values of A and B be cri > . . . > an, 
&a *** > &, respectively. We first prove the necessity of the inequalities 
(2). Let X have singular values xi > . . . > xn. The inequality 
/3i+i_1<clli+xj if i>l,j>l,i+j-l<n (7) 
is valid for the singular values of B = A+ X, and is due to Fan [2]. (More 
general inequalities of which (7) is a special case may be found in [9].) Since 
rank X<l, we have x2=... = x, = 0, and thus (taking i = 2) we get &+ 1 
<CQ. We may also write B=A+(-X) and by the same argument conclude 
that (Y~ + i < pi. The inequalities (2) are therefore necessary. 
Now suppose that A is given, with singular values (pi > . . . > an, and 
numbers ,Bi > . * . > & are given such that (2) holds. We have to construct a 
matrix X with rank X < 1 such that B = A + X has pi,. . . , /3, as its singular 
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values. We are eventually going to apply Theorem 2, but before we can do 
so, some preparation is necessary. We successively select terms from 
(~i,. . . , a, and from pi,. . . , ,8,, as follows, alternately selecting q and pi terms. 
We begin by selecting the larger of (pi and Pi, taking either one if (pi = Pi, 
then continue as follows: If a, has just been selected, select next that P, with 
minimal subscript y strictly exceeding the subscripts of all previously se- 
lected ,Bi for which ,OY < LYE; if ,f3, has just been selected, select next that (Y, 
with minimal subscript x strictly exceeding the subscripts of all previously 
selected q for which ox < &,. Continue the selection procedure until either 
no further q or no further ,l?! can be selected in accordance with these rules. 
We now establish some lemmas concerning the selected and not selected q 
and pi. Note that the first selected q and pi are (pi and ,8,. 
LEMMA 1. 
Px or IQ+,* 
The &, selected immediately after the selection of a, is either 
The a, selected immediately after the selection of pY is either a,, 
or ay+1* 
Proof. The first failure of one of these facts must occur immediately 
after the selection of a certain (Y, or immediately after the selection of a 
certain ,f3,,; suppose the latter-a similar argument will work if the former is 
true. Thus we select /?,,, then select (Ye, where x is neither y nor y + 1, and 
this is the first occurrence of this failure. Since oy, is selected after p,, we 
have (Y, < ,O,. 
If x= 1, then we are dealing with the first selected q, namely (pi. This 
will be selected after some /3, only if p,, is the first selected pi, that is, y = 1. 
Hence x = y in this case. 
If x> 1, then there exists an q selected prior to (Y, (e.g., oi) and thus an 
q selected immediately prior to the selection of ,8,. Since the lemma first 
fails on the selection of (Y,, we have y = i or i + 1, and since q is selected 
prior to 4, we have i < X. Therefore y Q 3~. Thus either x= y, or x= y + 1, or 
x > y + 2. We wish to exclude this last possibility, so assume x > y + 2. From 
(2) we then get p, > aY+i > q-i, 
If ox-i were not selected prior to the selection of /3,, then as (~,__i < p,, 
7 
would be a candidate for selection immediately after the selection of 
Y, a candidate that would be selected in preference to cr,. This is a 
contradiction. Thus cu,_ 1 is the (Y~ selected just prior to the selection of /3,,. 
Since the lemma does not fail on the selection of p,,, we get y = x - 1 or x. 
That is, r= y or 3c= y+ 1 after all. n 
COROLLARY. After a, has been selected, the next selected q is either 
(Y x+ 1 or %+z* 
P 
After ,BY has been selected, the next selected Pi is either &,+ 1 or 
y+2. 
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LEMMAS. If ,8Y is not selected, then p, _ 1 is selected and the q selected 
immediately after &_ 1 is a,,; we also haoe aY < p,. If a, is not selected, then 
is selected and the pi selected immediately after (Y,_~ is ,L3,; we also 
Proof. If & is not selected, then y > 1. By the Corollary P,_ 1 is selected 
and (unless y =2 and ,Oi is selected before cxi) there is an q selected just 
prior to the selection of ,O,_ i. By Lemma 1 this is either oY_ i or cry-s. If it is 
cry_ i, then ayy _ 1 > p,_ 1 > ,dy and we must have q, < P,, since by (2) oY 
< ,B,_ i, so that if oy > /?, we would after ,!3,_ 1 select oy and then /3,. But P, 
is not selected. Therefore oY < p,, < BY_ 1 < ay _ 1 and SO in succession we 
must select q_ i,&_ i,oY, as claimed, with q, < p,. If the oi selected is oy-s, 
then cyY_i > ,8,_ 1 (since otherwise we would successively select 
oy _ s, p, _ i, oY _ i, /$), and thus q, < & (since otherwise we would successively 
select ay_z,/3y_i,ay,/3y). Thus we must actually select oyy_s, PY_i, oy, as 
claimed, with (Y,, < ,l$. If y = 2 and ,l3i is selected before (pi then [by (2)] 
& < ~yi < pi and the selection process successively produces Pi, (~i, &, a 
contradiction. This case therefore does not arise. n 
LEMMAS. If a1 is selected prior to ,kI1, then the first term not selected is 
one of the pi. Zf ,B1 is selected prior to aI, then the first term not selected is 
one of the q. 
Proof. Suppose (pi is selected prior to ,Bi, and suppose the first term not 
selected is ax, that is, in order, we select al, Pi, (~a, Ps,. . . , a,_ 1, P,_ 1, a,+ 1, 
/I,. After selecting ,8,-i we would fail to select (Y, only if (Y, > p,_,. Since 
(Y, < ,B,_ 1 by (2), this is impossible. n 
LEMMA 4. If z> y and P,, 4 are adjacent not selected pi terms, i.e., 
P y+ 1,, . . , &._ 1 are all selected, then precisely one of aY+ 1,. . . , az_ 1 is not 
selected, say cu, with y + 1~ x < z - 1, and & < ax < &,. If t > x and ax, at are 
adjacent not selected q terms, i.e., (Y,+~, . . . ,a,_, are all selected, then 
precisely one of &+l,..., /3_, is not selected, say /3,, with x + 1 < y G t - 1, 
and q < p, < a,. 
Proof. Because ,$ is not selected, /3,_ 1 is; by Lemma 2, immediately 
after selecting &_ 1 we select q, and have oY < ,$,. If none of oy+ 1, 
(yY +2,. . . ,(Y,_~ were skipped, we would successively select By-i, oy, Py+i, 
&_,. If oz_i < /3,-i, we would continue 
i.e., p, would not be skipped. Therefore 
is not a candidate for selection after /3_i. 
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That is, at_ r is skipped if none of (Ye+ r, . . . , LY,_~ are skipped. This shows that 
between consecutive skipped pi terms there is at least one skipped q term. 
There cannot be more than one such skipped q term, since by the same 
argument, between consecutive skipped q terms there is at least one skipped 
,Oi term. Thus precisely one of q,+ r, . . . , a,_ 1 is skipped, say CC, with y + 1 < x 
< z - 1. Because (Y, is skipped, we have /I, < LY,, by Lemma 2. Thus & < P, 
<a,<ay<& n 
LEMMA 5(i). Suppose a1 is selected before pl, and suppose the last 
selected term is a /3, term. Let the selected terms be 
and let the not selected terms be 
Proof. That cq, > pi, > . . . > ac > pik follows from the definition of the 
selection procedure. By Lemma 4, between two consecutive not selected pi 
terms there is precisely one not selected q term and between two consecu- 
tive not selected q terms there is precisely one not selected pi term. By 
Lemma 3 the first not selected term is a /Ij, That is, 
From this (8) is immediate, since all q and pi are nonnegative. n 
LEMMA 5(ii). Suppose (or is selected before PI, and suppose the last 
selected term is an ai term Let the selected terms be 
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and let the not selected terms be 
Then 
‘yII ‘***‘q-L-,~ I,<. . . <Z”__k_l, 
&,,...$I,_,> Jl<. . . <L-k. 
cq, > pi, > * . * > pi, > q,, > - p, 
n-t 
2 - cl&_,_, > . . . > - q, > - p,,. (9) 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 5(i). n 
Using (8) or (9), we can quickly complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
Suppose (or > . . . > an, p1 > . f . > p, are nonnegative numbers such that the 
inequalities (2) hold. Let the matrix A have singular values (or,. . . ,a”. By 
Lemma 5 either (8) or (9) will hold; suppose it is (B), the argument being 
similar if it is (9). Consider 
This matrix is Hermitian, and its eigenvalues are interlaced as in (8) by the 
numbers 
By Theorem 2 there is a negative semidefinite Hermitian matrix X, with 
rank X, Q 1 such that B, =A,+ X, has eigenvalues (10). Because A, has the 
same singular values as A, we have A = UA,V for suitable unitary matrices 
U, V. But then, setting X = UX,V, B = UB,V, we have B = A + X with rank 
X < 1 and with B having pr,. . .,/?,, as its singular values, as required. 
Theorem 1 is not completely proved. W 
It can happen that rankX= 1 even if & = (or,. . . ,p, = a,. Indeed, take 
A=diag(a,,..., on), X= diag( - 2a,,O,O,. . . ,O). However, if (or = . . . = (Y, 
=&=... = p, = 0, then X must be zero. 
4. PERTURBATIONS OF RANK AT MOST k 
OF ARBITRARY MATRICES. 
Let k be a fixed integer. 
THEOREM 3. Let n-square matrix A have singular values a1 2 . . . > a,. 
Then an n-square matrix X exists with rank X < k such that B=A + X has 
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singular values ,L$ > . . . > P,,, ifand only if 
%+k ~ pi ~ (Yi_k> i=l,...,n, (11) 
it being understood that a, = + co if x < 0, (Y, =0 if x > n. 
Proof. Necessity of the inequalities (11) follows by taking j = k + 1 in (7), 
using xk+r=“. = x,, =O, and by also applying the same argument to A 
= B + (- X). Or we may use induction on k, noting that a matrix X of rank 
<k may be written as X=X,+... +Xk, where each Xi has rank < 1. To 
show that the inequalities (11) are sufficient, we may by Theorem 1 take 
k > 2. Assume that (11) holds, and recursively define numbers yr > * . . > y, 
bY 
~~=m=(a,,P,), 
Yi=min( fii-_l’LYi-k+l,Yi-_l), i=2,...,n. 
It is straightforward to check inductively on i that yi + r < pi < yi _ r and that 
ai + (k - 1) < yi< ai_+l), for i=l,..., n. By induction on k we may find X, of 
rank at most k - 1 such that A + X, has singular values yr,. . . ,y,. By 
Theorem 1 a matrix X, of rank at most one exists such that B = (A + X,) + X, 
has singular values &, . . . , j3,. Since rank (X, + X,) < rankX, + rankX, < k [to 
see this, apply (7)], th e matrix X = X, + X, has the required properties. n 
A consequence of Theorem 3 is the following result (compare [6,p. 2461). 
COROLLARY lf A has singular values a1 > ’ . . > a,, and rankX d k, 
then ]]A-Xl] 2 >cllk+r 2 +... +(11,2. Equality is achievable for some X with 
rankX < k. 
Here ]]A]] = (trAA*)1/2. 
Proof. B = A - X has singular values PI > (Y~+~,P~ > (Ys+k, . . . . Since 
/IA-Xl12=IIBl12=P12+... +~~>(~~+r+... +(Y:, the inequality is evi- 
dent. Equality is achieved by choosing X so that A -X has singular values 
(yk+r,.**> an, O,..., 0. This is possible by Theorem 3. n 
Let Y be a fixed integer, 1 Q Y Q n, and define the v-norm of a matrix A 
by ]]A]]V=a,+... + CX~, where again a1 > . . . > a, are the singular values of 
A. Another consequence of Theorem 3 is that if rankX G k, then 
with equality achievable. The proof is the same. The case v = 1 of this is in 
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[5,p. 291. These corollaries may be extended to general unitarily invariant 
norms. 
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